Panda Classic Mattress

Features
• 3-layer memory foam support
• CertiPUR-US® certified foam
• OEKO-TEX® certified fabric
• Excellent edge and corner support
• Ultra-soft top layer supported by firm foam bottom
• Full fabric cover features anti-slip silicone beads on bottom
• 100-night trial period
• 12-year warranty

Benefits
• Helps with back, neck, and other joint pain
• Ultra soft for seekers of comfortable sleep
• Isolates motion
• Relieves pressure on joints
• Facilitates deep, uninterrupted sleep
• Materials are certified safe
• Mattress will expand and be ready for use within 24 hours
• No box spring required

Technical specifications
• Cooling 3-layer ventilated memory foam
• OEKO-TEX® and CertiPUR-US® certified materials
• Compatible with most bed frames
• Delivers rolled and compressed
• Advanced engineering results in reduced pricing
• Cool & Flex Memory Foam — top layer
• AirCell Ventilated Memory Foam — center layer
• Premium Base Foam — bottom layer

Dimensions
• Twin: 37” x 74” — 34.9 lbs ship weight
• Full: 53” x 74” — 48.4 lbs ship weight
• Queen: 59” x 79” — 56.6 lbs ship weight
• King: 75” x 73” — 70.8 lbs ship weight
• Cali King: 71” x 83” — 70.4 lbs ship weight
**First 24 Hours**

Your Panda Classic Mattress will arrive rolled and compressed in a box measuring approximately 3 feet high and 1.5 feet wide. Turning the box on its side, carefully cut open the top flaps, and slide the mattress out of the box. Unroll the mattress slightly on the floor, on your bed frame, or wherever you might intend to decompress your Panda Classic. Then, puncture the vacuum seal anywhere along the plastic to begin the expansion process. Optionally, you can remove the entire cover now, or you can leave it in place until later. Within eight hours, your Panda Classic should be mostly expanded, but you should still wait a full 24 hours before sleeping on your new mattress for the first time.

**Warranty**

Panda Mattresses are covered by a 12-year warranty for foam parts and 1-year warranty for fabric materials. This warranty includes one year of zero-cost damage inspection and any pickup, repair, or return procedures necessary. Outside this 1-year window, you will be responsible for the cost of any inspections, pickups, and returns while repairs remain free for the full duration of the 12-year warranty. The warranty on your Panda Classic Mattress becomes void in instances of negligent, improper, or unreasonable use such as:

- Bending, folding, ironing, or cutting the mattress
- Exposing the mattress to damaging cleaning products
- Storing the mattress in direct sunlight or exposing it to moisture
- Cleaning the mattress in a way that does not follow provided instructions
- Placing the mattress too close to a heat source
- Other negligent, improper, or unreasonable actions that damage your mattress

Repair or replacement of the mattress extends, but does not restart, the warranty period.